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This idea came to me from a place of silence. A week after spending a fall break from school with
my daughter, I reminisced about the incredible time we spent together, being present and in the
moment. Whether it was swimming, hiking, yoga, art projects and beyond, there was an
inescapable amount of gratitude and happiness that seemed to percolate from everywhere. This
caused me to take some notes on the experiences, feelings and sentiment that surrounded that
week that infused me with the intent of developing something for more than just me and to serve
you, the reader of this book and the architect of your life. You see, we live in a world today,
dominated by the digital age. Social media, mobile phones that have become super computers of
our time, digital distractions within an arms reach of each of us. But something is missing. It's us.
We seem to have lost our connection to our families, friends and close relationships. Call it
convenience. Call it evolution. Call it a lost generation. But it doesn't have to be that way and we
can capture this now. These experiences should be captured and I'll tell you why. Getting older is a
fact of life. The cliche is true- the older you get, the quicker it goes, doesn't it? How do we hold on
to those memories in a tangible way? Hence this book. How do we journal these experiences,
beyond a blog or the digital age? How do we leave a legacy? How do we share with the next
generation, what we did, where we did it, how we felt at the time? HOW DO YOU WANT TO LOOK
BACK? Yes, I'm notorious for asking lots of questions, but hopefully this has you thinking. Wouldn't
it be nice if we could do just that- go into a time machine and see what we did and have a physical
archive of these activities and events? If you are interested, then you've come to the right place.
Its your Egyptian scroll. Your canvas of papyrus to leave your imprint on your family and loved
ones. Lets go deeper for a moment. As an adult reading this, you will understand that life has
many buckets. Family-children, parents, siblings, in-laws etc. Community-friendships and
community involvement Spiritual- religion or philosophy Career- today and in the future Health-
decisions and lifestyle Material- possessions Avocations- hobbies and non-work related activities As
we look at each, we all know that they can often change over time. Families change and grow.
Friendships evolve. Your philosophy could change. We change careers more frequently today.
Health matters differently at stages in our lives. Our material possessions can expand or contract
over time. Much the same can be said for our hobbies. So, how do we keep it all glued together?
We all struggle with this. Work too much, miss your family. Don't work enough, you might not be
able to take care of your family. But what if we could focus on our family, friends and connections
and chronicle these experiences in a book. You know, like this one? Part journal, part travel
experience? Part time capsule, part historical reference? Its been said by others before me, but I
believe this axiom is true- there is nothing more important than how you feel. If this is a fact, then
can you consider doing the activities in this book? It will become a source for you to always drink
from and savor. You'll be able to look back at a picture, the written word and recall those fond
memories that were seared into your soul at the time they happened. This is not just for you, but
for others that follow you in this life. Your children and their children. Your children's cousins. A
teacher. A mentor. You pick who would benefit from hearing about your escapades and who you
are and the people you loved. Remember- people are curious and they want to know about you.
Are you willing to tell a short story for them? This will be fun and enjoyable for all of the
participants and encourage all of us to slow things down a bit in our hectic lives.
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Guardian of the Freedom , Irene Radford, 2006, Fiction, 564 pages. As King George III ascends
the throne, the Earl of Kirkenwood, a member of the magical Pendragon society, finds himself
plagued by a mysterious illness, while his sisterThe Novels of Robert Penn Warren , Sister
Cleopatra, 1985, Southern States, 206 pages



Skinny Food , , 2004, Low-calorie diet, 62 pages. These handy little cookbooks might be small, but
they're chock-full of recipes to suit every need and taste. With a wide range of 50 titles to choose
from, the series is brokenThe Crisis of 1614 and the Addled Parliament Literary and Historical
Perspectives, Stephen Clucas, Rosalind Davies, 2003, History, 213 pages. The Crisis of 1614 and
The Addled Parliament brings literary historians together with constitutional and state historians to
reflect on the political and ideological upheavals
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Virgin Mother Goddesses of Antiquity , Marguerite Rigoglioso, Sep 15, 2010, Religion, 280 pages.
Various goddesses of the ancient Mediterranean world were once understood to be Virgin Mothers
- creators who birthed the entire cosmos without need of a male consort. This isFood-Borne
Parasitic Zoonoses Fish and Plant-Borne Parasites, K. Darwin Murrell, Bernard Fried, Sep 25, 2007,
Medical, 429 pages. Humans suffer from numerous parasitic foodborne zoonoses, many of which
are caused by helminths. This book draws attention to the problem of these zoonoses and inspires
greater
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At Home with Pattern and Shape , Jenny Ackland, 1994, , 48 pages. These are four new titles at
pre-school level, to follow on from Reading, Writing, Numbers, Shape and Size. The features of the
series are: plenty of interactive work, throughThe Cambridge History of Twentieth-Century Music ,
Nicholas Cook, Anthony Pople, Aug 5, 2004, Music, 818 pages. "Music" referred only to the artistic,
classical tradition of Western Europe and North America at the beginning of the twentieth century.
However, several different traditions The Official Scrabble Players Dictionary , Merriam-Webster,
Inc, 2005, Games, 704 pages. New edition! An inexpensive edition of the book that SCRABBLE
players call their bible. Ideal for recreational and school play. More than 100,000 playable two- to
eight-letter download 101 Things to Do with Your Child
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Organ Pipe Life on the Edge, , 2004, Travel, 89 pages. "Few visitors may brave Organ Pipe during
summer, when the temperature can reach 120 degrees, but for Bassett and Hyatt the searing heat
is but a harbinger of rain, whenSons and Lovers , , 1962, English fiction, 420 pages. This semi-
autobiographical novel explores the emotional conflicts through the protagonist, Paul Morel, and
the suffocating relationships with a demanding mother and two very download Animals on the
hunt , Ralph Whitlock, 1982, Juvenile Nonfiction, 64 pages. Describes how plant-eating and flesh-
eating animals obtain their food and how animal, bird, fish, insect, and plant populations are
balanced in nature India and China are two of the most important civilizations of the ancient world.
Looking at the relations between these empires before the 6th century A.D., Xinru Liu. This
statutory guidance on injunctions to prevent gang-related violence draws on the experience and
knowledge of the police service, local authorities and a wide range of local.
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Rehabilitation with the aid of a horse a collection of studies, Barbara Teichmann Engel, Sep 25,
1997, Medical, 296 pagesInfants, their social environments , Bernice Weissbourd, Judith S. Musick,
National Association for the Education of Young Children, 1981, Family & Relationships, 216 pages
Foundations of behavioral research educational and psychological inquiry, Fred Nichols Kerlinger,
1964, , 739 pages Increasing numbers of adults are realising that they have been living with an
undiagnosed developmental condition, yet most information and support focuses on children. This.
Brief Candle: Three Plays brings together the most recent work of Sahitya Akademi award-winner
Mahesh Dattani as he continues to explore subjects that need to be addressed but.



Herbs , Lesley Bremness, 1994, Gardening, 304 pages. A visual identification guide to more than
700 species of herbs identifies which parts are collected and prepared and describes their different
uses from cooking and medicineIntroduction to Organic Chemistry , Baum, Aug 1, 1987,
Biochemistry, 260 pages



A Bloody War , Hal Lawrence, Feb 1, 1982, Sailors, 225 pagesDielectric materials and applications ,
Arthur Robert Von Hippel, 1954, Science, 438 pages. This classic set is a crucial landmark in the
development of the field of dielectrics -- a field belonging not only to physics or chemistry, but also
to modern electrical Whisky , Aeneas MacDonald, 2007, Cooking, 127 pages. For the whisky
enthusiast who cares as deeply about it as any oenophile does about wine, Whisky is a passionate,
instructive, historical book that illuminates the great history 0982947127, 9780982947128 This is
the first part of a two-volume work which comes at a time when oil producers are taking a close
look at the economy of oilfield operation and redesign of production. Jeremy Clarkson, shares his
opinions on just about everything in For Crying Out Loud. The publication of The World According
to Clarkson in 2004 launched a multi-million copy. The latest collection of graphic art by the best-
selling artist of Secrets, Malefic, III Millennium and others. More beguiling fantasy painting plus the
beginning of an.
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Facilities for Pathology Services , NHS Estates, Jul 4, 2005, Medical, 70 pages. This document gives
best practice advice on the planning and design of accommodation for NHS pathology services. It
focuses on laboratory-based facilities within acuteCasey and Bella Go Green , Jane Lovascio,
Autumn (CRT) Varca, Oct 1, 2009, Juvenile Fiction, 24 pages. The two furry friends learn about the
environment and recycling. Casey And Bella Go Green was co-authored by the 2009 Casey & Bella
Writing Contest winner, Autumn, from Land-O Keith Cronin 0982947127, 9780982947128
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Mindset , Robert Chapman, Apr 1, 2003, Political Science, 164 pages. Mindset: "Off The Wall," is a
rhetorical, poignant, whimsical accumulation of essays depicting life leading up to, and including,
the beginning of the 21st century. "Off TheThe Memoirs of Field-Marshal the Viscount Montgomery
of Alamein, K.G. , Bernard Law Montgomery Montgomery of Alamein (Viscount), 1958, World War,
1939-1945, 508 pages



The Welcoming Garden Designing Your Own Front Garden, Gordon Hayward, 2006, Gardening,
144 pages. Shows how to design a front-lawn garden, discussing style, a home's personality, the
front door, walkways, the strip between sidewalk and street, ornaments, window boxes,
wallsPanjandrum, Issues 10-11 , Dennis Koran, Nigey Lennon, 1984, Literature, Modern, 128
pages



A treatise on veterinary medicine: in 2 Vols, Volume 1 in 2 Vols, James White, 1807Driving the
Pacific Coast Oregon & Washington, 5th Scenic Driving Tours Along Coastal Highways, Kathy
Strong, Jun 1, 2003, History, 256 pages. This guide brings travelers the best of 35 communities
along the 700-mile coast of Oregon and Washington, including stops in Coos Bay, Yachats, Port
Angeles, and Olympic 101 Things to Do with Your Child My Sweet Mexico Recipes for Authentic
Pastries, Breads, Candies, Beverages, and Frozen Treats, Fany Gerson, 2010, Cooking, 215 pages.
"The first cookbook to present authentic versions of beloved Mexican sweets plus a creative
selection of new recipes rooted in traditional flavors and ingredients"--Provided by Case Studies in
Infectious Disease: Histoplasma capsulatum presents the natural history of this infection from point
of entry of the pathogen through pathogenesis, clinical. Many of us have our heroes but we often
fail to recognize the people who shaped them.In "Lover of Life" the distinguished author Dr. F. W.
Boreham draws back the curtain to pay.



Love, Peace and Chocolate (Pocket Money Puffin) , Cathy Cassidy, May 6, 2010, Juvenile Fiction,
128 pages. Wishes...secrets... a tender-hearted story about friendship which is sure to ring true
with all Cathy Cassidy fansThe Rebel's Bride , Christine Flynn, Jul 1, 2012, Fiction, 184 pages. The
Whitaker Brides SHE'D BROUGHT TROUBLE TO TOWN The citizens of Leesburg were aghast.
Sweet, peaceable Lindsey Hayes had up and invited a new carpenter to town. And not just A Far
Country , G. T. Dunn, 2003, Fiction, 232 pages. Curtis McKenzie, a mountain man, respects the
Indians with whom he shares the land, and wants nothing more than to be left alone to raise his
young family. But as the Civil War download 101 Things to Do with Your Child 2012 Keith Cronin,
2012



Harvard Design Magazine, Issues 24-25 , , 2006, ArchitectureAntibiotic Resistance Hearings Before
the Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight of the Committee on Science and Technology,
U.S. House of Representatives, Ninety-eighth Congress, Second Session, December 18, 19, 1984,
United States. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Technology. Subcommittee on
Investigations and Oversight, 1985, Drug resistance in microorganisms, 784 pages download 101
Things to Do with Your Child 2012 Keith Cronin, 2012



Uncle Ben's little stories for little folks , rev. Joseph Johnson, 1882Danny the Champion of the
World , Roald Dahl, Feb 9, 2010, Children's stories, 272 pages. Stunning new edition of the
enchanting story of the very special relationship between Danny and his Dad download 101 Things
to Do with Your Child 2012
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Dark Hunger , Christine Feehan, 2007, Comics & Graphic Novels, 208 pages. Juliette, a beautiful
activist dedicated to freeing caged animals from a secret jungle lab, unwittingly releases Riordan, a
caged, insatiable, and immortal Carpathian thirstingScorch , Marc Paoletti, 2008, Fiction, 299
pages. Hollywood special effects pyrotechnician and ex-Navy SEAL David Cole is forced to relive
the horrors of war when a trained killer tries to murder him. The attack kills Cole's 101 Things to
Do with Your Child 2012 The XYZ murders , Ellery Queen, 1932, Fiction, 575 pages
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GCE AS Level Health and Social Care Double Award Book (for AQA) , Moonie, Oct 7, 2005, Medical
care, 424 pages. Exactly what you need for the new AS Level GCEs in Health and Social Care
These six student books are matched to every type of AS Level GCE course students can take -
whetherANIMAL: PHOT OF JAMES BALOG , , Nov 18, 1999, Photography, 192 pages. Barry
Bernardi; Carr D'Angelo; Todd Garner; Tom Brady; Rob Schneider; Luke Greenfield; Colleen
Haskell; John C McGinley; Michael Caton; Guy Torry; Louis Lombardi; Edward Asner
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Blossom Like the Rose , Norah Lofts, 1939, New England, 363 pages50 State Quarters Collector's
Folder, 1999-2008 Denver and Philadelphia Mints, Sterling Publishing Company, Sep 1, 2003,
Juvenile Nonfiction, 8 pages. It's a coin collector's dream folder, with a space for every state's
newly designed quarters--arranged according to the year each was minted--along with dozens of
fascinating



Oxford Illustrated Encyclopedia The arts. Vol. 5, John Julius Norwich, 1995, , 502 pagesGossip
From Across The Pond , Warren Allen Smith, 2005, Atheists, 156 pages Keith Cronin Keith Cronin,
2012



International management trends, challenges, and opportunities, Dean B. McFarlin, Paul D.
Sweeney, 1998, Business & Economics, 625 pages. This unique book offers students a
comprehensive, applications-oriented review of the most recent trends and challenges in the field
of international management. The authorsAlex Haley's Queen the story of an American family, Alex
Haley, David Stevens, 1993, Biography & Autobiography, 670 pages. Tracing his family history on
his father's side, the author of Roots begins with his great-great-grandfather, James Jackson, Sr., a
white plantation owner. 500,000 first Political Risk Yearbook: Middle East & North Africa, Volume 2
Middle East & North Africa, , 2001, Middle East, . One of 8 vols. each covering a different
geographical area of the world From New York Times bestselling author Jane Feather comes the
first of a wonderful trilogy, The Blackwater Brides, set in the sensually im-proper Georgian period,
in which. An examination of the California governor's influence on American culture traces his rise
from body builder to Hollywood star to high-profile politician, in an account that. The text is
designed to enable those concerned with either vine or fruite problems to arrive at considered
diagnoses. Tje student will find the text and cited references a.
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Poems , Katherine Mansfield, 1923, Poetry, 89 pagesFrozen Rodeo , Catherine Clark, Feb 17, 2004,
Juvenile Fiction, 304 pages. High-school junior Peggy Fleming Farrell finds herself without a car,
working at the Gas 'n Git, and fantasizing about a boyfriend during the hot summer her distracted
parents
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The Anglo-Saxon landscape of north Gloucestershire , Della Hooke, 1990, Gloucestershire
(England), 16 pagesAlchymist The Well of Echoes: Volume Three, Ian Irvine, Jan 5, 2012, Fiction,
720 pages. The Node has failed, rendering humanity's battle clankers and the Aachim's constructs
useless. With the battle lost, hordes of alien Lyrinx are swarming from the tar pits of The National
Directory of Theme and Amusement Parks , , Jan 1, 1997, Amusement parks, 71 pages Featuring a
study of Wahhabism's founder, Muhammad Ibn al-Wahhab, this book aims to reveal Muhammad
Ibn al-Wahhab, as the voice of reform, advocating an Islamic society in. The emergence of
network technologies paves the way for the merging of voice and data over a common
infrastructure - a feat that promises to usher in serious changes in today's. Pediatrician Melissa
Blumenthal will try any scientific method available to conceive--until the horrible secrets of an
urban clinic erupt in a nightmare of staggering.
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The mobile marketing handbook a step-by-step guide to creating dynamic mobile marketing
campaigns, Kim Dushinski, Jan 26, 2009, Business & Economics, 218 pages. Focusing on a concept
that is rapidly integrating into the daily lives of consumersвЂ”locally, nationally, and globallyвЂ”this
handbook presents a detailed examination of mobileLandscape with Two Saints : How Genovefa of
Paris and Brigit of Kildare Built Christianity in Barbarian Europe How Genovefa of Paris and Brigit of
Kildare Built Christianity in Barbarian Europe, Lisa M. Bitel, Apr 21, 2009, Religion, 320 pages. At a
time when Europeans still longed to be Roman and were just learning to be Christian, two
extraordinary holy women-Genovefa of Paris (ca. 420-502) and Brigit of Kildare (ca 101 Things to
Do with Your Child Keith Cronin Simply Refreshing A Life Worth Living, Ellen Banks Elwell, Jun 30,
2008, Religion, 400 pages. This devotional book by prolific author, Ellen Banks Elwell, consist of
366 devotions, supported by encouraging Scripture verses. This exquisite book contains a padded
front 'Most organizations can't execute strategy. Complexity is their enemy. Managing from Clarity
provides a roadmap for introducing systems thinking to your organization. Read it. Guess what --
Gary Paulsen was being kind to Brian. In Guts, Gary tells the real stories behind the Brian books,
the stories of the adventures that inspired him to write Brian.
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Rhythms of the Heart , Diva Joan Cartwright, Oct 13, 2008, American poetry, 32 pages. Twelve
love poems from Diva JC to an ex-loverPolitics and the Nation : Britain in the Mid-Eighteenth
Century Britain in the Mid-Eighteenth Century, Robert Harris, Jan 3, 2002, , 404 pages. The author
presents a new picture of political life in mid-eighteenth century Britain, a period of history which is
poorly understood. Written in a clear, accessible style, and
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The Night Walk , Rose Inserra, 1998, Birthday parties, 16 pages. Alice lives in a small apartment in
the city. Her birthday is coming up and she wants to have a slumber party but she cana t because
her home is too small. To save the day herAlec Guinness The Films, Kenneth Von Gunden, 1987,
Biography & Autobiography, 350 pages The Weather-resilient Garden A Defensive Approach to
Planning & Landscaping, Charles W. G. Smith, 2004, Gardening, 412 pages. Ice storms in the
South. Severe drought in the West and the East. Floods in the Midwest. Brutal, unpredictable
weather conditions can devastate yards and gardens. Sadly, the This book focuses upon the
potential to integrate economic and environmental policies at the local and regional scale. Local
initiatives are investigated to illustrate both the. Maya has no idea what she wants to be when she
grows up until an old trunk in Grandma's attic sparks her imagination.
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Photoshop Elements 6 for Windows , Jeff Carlson, 2008, Computers, 360 pages. This bestseller
shows you how to make your images pop with Photoshop Elements 6, Adobe's image-editing
software for professionals and amateursAlfred's Basic Guitar Method , Alfred Publishing, Morton
Manus, Ron Manus, Aug 1, 2007, Music, 64 pages. Recognized for over 50 years as the best-paced
and most comprehensive guitar method available, Alfred's Basic Guitar Method has introduced over
3 million beginners to the joy
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From Sugar Camps to Star Barns Rural Life and Landscape in a Western Pennsylvania Community,
Sally Ann McMurry, 2001, History, 182 pages. Rural Pennsylvania's landscapes are evocative, richly
textured testimonies to the lives and skills of generations of builders--architects as well as local
builders and craftWines to Check Out A Journal & Tasting Guide, Imagineering Co, 2006, Cooking,
160 pages. Patterned after the successful Books to Check Out series, this clever journal is perfect
for novice and veteran oenophiles alike who want to keep track of their favorite red 101 Things to
Do with Your Child 2012 Keith Cronin, 2012 Rumour Has It (Mills & Boon Desire) (Texas
CattlemanвЂ™s Club: The Missing Mogul - Book 1) , Maureen Child, Jul 1, 2013, Fiction, 192
pages. Upon returning to the gossipy town of Royal in Texas, Amanda AltmanвЂ™s determined
not to show her ex how much she still loves him. Seven years ago, she rejected NathanвЂ™s



First Day, Hooray! , , Jan 1, 1999, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. All over town, Ivy Green and her bus
driver and her teacher and the other school employees get ready for the first day of schoolTerabit
optical networking architecture, control, and management issues : 6-7 November 2000, Boston,
USA, John M. Senior, Sudhir Dixit, Chunming Qiao, Society of Photo-optical Instrumentation
Engineers, 2000, Computers, 290 pages



American Dervish A Novel, Ayad Akhtar, Jan 9, 2012, Fiction, 368 pages. Hayat Shah is a young
American in love for the first time. His normal life of school, baseball, and video games had
previously been distinguished only by his Pakistani heritageDictionary of Altitudes in the Dominion
of Canada , James White, 2008, History, 160 pages. This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that
was curated for quality. Quality assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to
remove books with imperfections When God Was A Woman , Merlin Stone, May 9, 2012, Religion,
265 pages. Here, archaeologically documented,is the story of the religion of the Goddess. Under
her, womenвЂ™s roles were far more prominent than in patriarchal Judeo-Christian cultures
Balam, a Mayan boy struggling to achieve manhood, participates in fasts, prayers, and rituals to
appease the gods and bring rain to his village. Presents recipes made with raw foods for trail
mixes, parfaits, energy bars, juice blends, smoothies, soups, veggie chips, dips, candies, and
cookies that contain less than 250. A team of Pulitzer Prize-winning investigative journalists offers
a provocative expos of America's health-care system, profiling the hospitals, doctors, and patients
that have.
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Complete Blues Keyboard Method: Mastering Blues Keyboard , Clark, MerrillPromise me , Margaret
Allison, 2004, Florida Keys (Fla.), 339 pages The Night Before Christmas , Mary Ling, 2000,
Juvenile Fiction, 94 pages. A collection of Christmas stories and poems, many accompanied by
information about such Christmas traditions as decorating a tree, gift-giving, and Christmas dinners
around the It's the must-have Harry Potter keepsake! This book includes pictures and facts about
all your favorite Hogwarts students -including Harry, Ron, Hermione, Fred, George, Ginny.
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Clarity Clear Mind, Better Performance, Bigger Results, Jamie Smart, Feb 22, 2013, Business &
Economics, 280 pages. LEARN TO CLEAR YOUR MIND AND THINK LIKE A WINNER We all have so
much going on. A million different projects, to-do lists longer than your arm. We all worry about
things вЂ“ moneyRoar! A Noisy Counting Book, Pamela Duncan Edwards, Apr 26, 2000, Juvenile
Fiction, 32 pages. One day, while great big lions lie basking in the sun, a little lion cub goes off to
find some fun. Roars the little lion cub. "Who will play with me? 1 red monkey rushes up a 101
Things to Do with Your Child 2012 0982947127, 9780982947128 Broadway Musicals, Show by
Show , Kay Green, 1996, Music, 386 pages. Includes the following information about Broadway
musical shows produced between 1866 and 1987: Music by -- Lyrics by -- Book by -- Producer --
Director -- Cast stars I examined the habitat selection behaviour and compared regional variation
in population performance of a threatened alpine grouse subspecies, the Vancouver Island white-
tailed. This New York Times Bestseller has sold over 30 million copies worldwide. Louise's key
message in this powerful work is: ''If we are willing to do the mental work, almost. Garfield the cat
hopes to put his voracious appetite to good use when he auditions for a new television commercial
for Fussy Cat Brand Cat Food.



Address on retiring from the presidential chair of the New York academy of medicine , James
Anderson, 1869, , 22 pagesSpiritual Exercises , St. Ignatius of Loyola Scripture History for the
Young, Part 1 , John Howard, , Bible
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A Psimple Psaltery Building a Bowed Psaltery, from Start to Finish, Eric Meier, Jan 1, 2009, House
& Home, 136 pages. "As with any instrument, the bowed psaltery can be as simple or extravagant
as you want to make it. In this book, a plan is presented for a simple psaltery. By changing
theNumerical methods for unconstrained optimization , Institute of Mathematics and Its
Applications, National Physical Laboratory (Great Britain), 1972, Mathematics, 144 pages Cahiers
de l'Institut du Moyen-Age Grec et Latin, Volume 74 , Sten Ebbesen, 2003, History, 208 pages.
CIMAGL was founded in 1969. It publishes work done at the Institute for Greek and Latin,
Copenhagen, or in collaboration with the Institute. The research presented mainly has 101 Things
to Do with Your Child Parodies classic literature in the style of vintage comics, including "Blond
Eve," in which Dagwood and Blondie are ejected from Eden; Dorian Gray reimagined as a foppish.
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